
Science Fair Beyblade & Friction



Why I chose this area of science

I chose this topic because I like 
Beyblades and I am interested in friction 
and spinning and what surface would 
allow Beyblades to spin the longest.



The question that I 
want to answer is

“How does a  
surface/friction 
affect Beyblade 
spinning time?” 



Hypothesis
I think that the Beyblade will spin the 
longest on the glass, then ice, then 
stadium, then plastic, and finally 
wood.  



Research

The research I have done includes playing with Beyblades for about 5 
years which made me interested in how they work.  I also watched a 
YouTube video call Beysically Science with a man called Dr. Bey who 
inspired me with blading and science.  Also, read about friction in a 
children’s science encyclopedia from National Geographic that I have in my 
house.  My mom found the chapter about friction in the encyclopedia. 

The goal of this research was to make my brain smart about blading and 
friction.  



My testing 
method

I used a Beyblade to learn about 
friction by spinning the same 

Beyblade on 5 different surfaces 
which were ice, glass, stadium, 

wood and plastic.

● I ripped a Beyblade trying to use the 
same force on each launch with my mom 
timing the spin on an iPad.

● I wrote down 5 readings for each surface 
for a total of 25 (5 surfaces x 5 spins)

● The smallest and biggest were 
eliminated (circled in red in my graph 
table) to lessen the errors of launch force 
and timing

● For each surface I added 3 spins (circled 
in green in my graph table) together to 
calculate the total spin time 



My testing 
method

Equipment I used for my 
experiencement.

● My beyblade is called Master 
Devolos set in left spin mode with a 
forge disk D12 

● Performance tip was dual 
defense/balance, V-2976B

● Launcher was a gyro golden 
gripper with international orange 
ripper

● Surfaces were ice (frozen water in 
pyrex cooking pan), glass (pyrex 
cooking pan), Beyblade stadium 
made of smooth plastic, plastic 
(serving tray), and wood (scrap 
piece)



My testing 
method

Some spins were eliminated 
because I wanted everything to 

be as close to the same and 
have only the surface change

Launches were eliminated when the:

● Beyblade burst

● Beyblade jumped off the surface

● Beyblade hit the sides too many 
times (hitting the sides slowed 
down the Beyblade too much)

● Tip changed from defense mode 
to balance mode

● Timer start/stop button was 
pushed to early or too late  



Experiment 
data

Spinning times 
(seconds) for each 

surface.

glass

20

ice

29

25

stadium

39

35

plastic

27

22

wood

27

22



Experiment 
data

Average spinning time 
(seconds) for each 

surface and direction of 
friction increasing.

glass

20

ice

29

25

stadium

39

35

plastic

27

22

wood

27

22



My discoveries
What I learned from my experiment:

1. I learned that a rougher surface means 
more friction and a smoother surface is 
going to have low friction 

2. I learned that my piece of wood has less 
friction than the plastic I used which was 
surprising 

3. My hypothesis was not true because ice 
had the longest spinning time and the 
lowest friction (I thought it would be 
glass)



My Beyblade had the longest 
spinning time on ice.  Ice has the 
lowest friction of the surfaces 
tested.  Plastic had the shortest 
spin time and so it had the 
highest friction.   



Conclusion

The conclusion of this experiment is that surfaces matter when blading. I learned 
about friction. I learned that friction keeps an object from spinning like a beyblade. 
If there was no friction then the beyblade would spin forever.

My hypothesis was not true because I thought 
that glass would spin the longest and have the 
lowest friction, but it was ice with the highest 
spin and lowest friction.



What will I do next?
In the future I would like to study and 
design stadiums and beyblades that 
spin as long as possible, so they 
would be made of a smooth surface 
of low friction like teflon or ice, but 
ice would not work because it would 
melt.


